where the epicenters are smoothed using a fixed lengthscale σ; σ is optimized by minimizing the average 147 area skill score misfit function in a retrospective experiment [Zechar and Jordan, 2010a] . The density map 148 is scaled to match the average historical rate of seismicity. The two forecasts Zechar-Jordan.CPTI
149
and Zechar-Jordan.CSI were optimized for two different catalogs, while Zechar-Jordan.Hybrid is 150 a hybrid forecast.
3 Specification of CSEP-Italy Forecasts

152
We use the term "seismicity model" to mean a system of hypotheses and inferences that is presented as 153 a mathematical, numerical and simplified description of the process of seismicity. A "seismicity forecast" 154 is a statement about some observable aspect of seismicity that derives from a seismicity model. In the we focused mainly on the data since the 1950s because it seems to be of higher quality [Schorlemmer 197 et al., 2010a] . We divided the period into non-overlapping ten-year periods to mimic the duration of within the testing region. Some quakes, mostly during the early part of the CPTI catalog, were not 201 assigned depths. We included these earthquakes as observations within the testing region because it is 202 very unlikely that they were deeper than 30 km (see also Schorlemmer et al. [2010a] ). 
The Distribution of the Number of Earthquakes
204
In this section, we consider the distribution of the number of observed events in the five-and ten-year decided to forecast all earthquakes and not only so-called mainshocks -see section 4.4).
209
The Poisson distribution is defined by its discrete probability mass function:
where n = 0, 1, 2, ..., and λ is the rate parameter, the only parameter needed to define the distribution.
211
The expected value and the variance σ 2 P OI of the Poisson distribution are both equal to λ.
212
Because the span of time over which the CSI catalog is reliable is so short, we used the CPTI catalog data points falls outside the 95% confidence interval, but we observe four, and one of these lies outside 223 the 99.99% quantile.
224
We compared the goodness of fit of the Poisson distribution with that of a negative binomial distribu-225 tion (NBD), motivated by studies that suggest its use based on empirical and theoretical considerations
226
[Vere- Jones, 1970; Kagan, 1973; Jackson and Kagan, 1999; Kagan, 2010; Schorlemmer et al., 2010b; 227 Werner et al., 2010a].The discrete negative binomial probability mass function is
where n = 0, 1, 2, ..., Γ is the gamma function, 0 ≤ ν ≤ 1, and τ > 0. The average of the NBD is given
while the variance is given by Figure 1 shows the 95% confidence bounds of the fitted NBD in the number of 237 observed events (left panel), and the NBD cumulative distribution function (right panel).
238
Because the NBD is characterized by two parameters while the Poisson has only one, we used the
239
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [Akaike, 1974] to compare the fits:
where L is the likelihood of the data given the fitted distribution and p is the number of free parameters.
241
For the five-year and ten-year intervals, the NBD fit the data better than the 
Implications for the CSEP-Italy Experiment
248
Several previous studies showed that the distribution of the number of earthquakes in any finite time
249
period is not well approximated by a Poisson distribution and is better fit by an NBD [Kagan, 1973; 250 Jackson and Kagan, 1999; Schorlemmer et al., 2010b; Werner et al., 2010a] Poisson forecasts, and repeat the tests with so-called NBD forecasts.
278
We created NBD forecasts for the total number of observed events by using each forecast's mean and 279 an imposed variance identical for all models, which we estimated either directly from the CPTI catalog or 280 from extrapolation assuming that the observed number of events are uncorrelated. Appendix A describes 281 the process in detail. Because the resulting NBD forecasts are tested on the same data that were used to 282 estimate the variance, one should expect that the NBD forecasts perform well. The broader NBD results
283
in less specificity, but also fewer unforeseen observations. We will re-examine this ad-hoc solution in the 284 discussion in section 7.
285
Tests
286
To follow the agreed-upon rules of the prospective CSEP-Italy experiment, we used the statistical tests 
313
The N-test results in Figure 2a) show that only one forecast (Nanjo-et-al.RI) can be rejected assuming
314
Poisson confidence bounds because significantly more earthquakes were observed than expected. Using
315
NBD uncertainties, none of the forecasts can be rejected, because the confidence bounds are wider (typically by several earthquakes on both sides).
317
L-Test Results
318
In Figure 2b) the number of observed earthquakes, the observed likelihood score is consistent with the forecast.
334
To summarize, the conditional L-test reveals information that is separate from the N-test results and 335 presents a stricter evaluation of the forecasts. In the remainder of this article, we will only consider the One could equally construct a forecast from a "model of least information" [Evison, 1999] , often called the 362 null hypothesis, which might be based on a uniform spatial distribution, a total expected rate equal to the 363 observed mean over a period prior to the target period, and a Gutenberg-Richter magnitude distribution 364 with b-value equal to one. Because several models already assume that (i) magnitudes are identically and 365 independently distributed according to the Gutenberg-Richter magnitude distribution and (ii) the total 366 expected rate is equal to the mean number of observed shocks, the only real difference between these 367 models and an uninformative forecast lies in the spatial distribution. We therefore included the likelihood 368 score of a spatially uniform forecast only in the S-test results. In Table S1 In Figure 3 , we show the results of two further, separate five-year target periods from the CSI catalog: marginally less than a uniform forecast, although the score is consistent with the forecast's expectation.
441
The M-test results thus far, and for all but the longest of the target periods considered below, are 
N-Test Results
The N-test results are shown in panel a) of Figure 4 . 
Conditional L-Test Results
473
The conditional L-test results are displayed in panels b) to f) of Figure 4 . 
492
In panels g) through k) of Figure 4 
Test Results from Longer Periods
529
The long-term forecasts submitted for the CSEP-Italy experiment were calculated for five-year and ten- 
554
No forecasts can be rejected by the M-test, despite 57 years of data.
555
The longest period over which we evaluated the scaled forecasts was 106 years, spanning the full 
614
The modified forecasts based on an NBD are not an entirely satisfactory solution to the problem. 
Performance and Utility of the Tests
629
We explored results from the N, L, S and M-tests in this study because they are the "staple" CSEP differences between time-independent models lie in their spatial forecasts.
637
The M-test results were largely uninformative. Because the magnitude distributions considered here 638 were so similar, this result is not surprising; indeed, it is in accordance with the statistical power ex- 
642
The current status quo in CSEP experiments is to reject a forecast if it fails a single test at 95% thus pointing towards the latter explanation.
677
The S-test results provided the most insight into the weaknesses of the forecasts. Only five fore-
678
casts pass all S-tests Jordan.CPTI and Zechar-Jordan.Hybrid). These forecasts fit the spatial distribution of the CSI and
680
CPTI catalogs well, although they might overfit and perform poorly in the future. The models are also 
Value of Retrospective Evaluation
The initial submission deadline for long-term earthquake forecasts for CSEP-Italy was 1 July 2009. Model 1988 1998 -2002 1985 -2003 Hazgridx scale. Alternatively, the sample size may be too small, because the 95% confidence intervals are large.
CSI
878 Table 4 : Estimated variances of the numbers of observed earthquakes for different time intervals: *The variance was estimated directly from the catalog. Others were computed using equation (7). 
